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On Social Justice

Holger Bonus

Justice is a matter of social conflict. In a one-person world, justice

is pointless . Justice, or the need for it, enters only as people interact

and see their interests collide. In this sense, the very concept of "social"

justice is ill-defined: justice is always a social issue; and the attribute,

"social", must hence assume special connotations if "social justice" is

to.be. a meaningful concept at all. In a nutshell, it is the ominous ring

of redundancy (similar to Volksdemokratie) which hints that a severe prob-

lem is cached behind the innocuous term.

I.

Allegorically, Justitia sits blindfold on her chair, balancing a pair

of scales in one hand and holding a sword in her other. When conflicting

interests are to be balanced, some must give way to others. Yet why should

anyone concede? After all, the yielding parties (all assumed to be self-in-

terested) are asked to renounce own demands, just on principle. What do

they get in return? Justitia cannot, or should not, coerce everyone to

abide by her ruling; the sword is certainly not made to force her will upon

the people.

If an .individual against whom Justitia rules complies, it is in part

because he would rule himself precisely the same way - provided he were

unaware that his own case was being tried. Suppose that somebody would

blindfold him, and present his own case to him in abstract terms: he would

then judge that his position was indeed untenable and ought to be cleared.

1) One may, of course, find it necessary "to do oneself justice". But this
applies to a person who gets into conflict with himself and thus experien-
ces that different social aspects of a cause are imbedded in his mind.
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Justitia thus represents but his own better judgement; and he can readily

identify with her rulings as his image of Justitia resides squarely with-

in his own personality.

It is at his point that the social essence of justice becomes first

evident. Rules of conduct as embodied in Justitia are primarily of a social

nature. They form a part of the cultural heritage into which the individual

was born, and which appears to have evolved because groups following such

pattern turned out superior to other groups led by different sets of rules

(HAYEK [1973], 17-18 passim).

While perfectly social in nature, the rules are at once deeply rooted

in the individual. He "will find in himself rules, or may discover that he

acts in accordance with rules" (ibid. 19, italics mine) without necessarily

able to even state them. The. rules, after all, need not have been explicitly

stated at any time; and the individual will not in general be aware that

he follows them; much less will he have agreed to them in a contract. The

acceptance of social rules through the individual is closely linked to the

process by which he builds his own identity, i.e., stable and coherent fee-

lings about himself. Such identity is originally derived by the infant

from identifying with his parents and from internalizing" their rules of

conduct; cultural and social patterns are absorbed as a by-product (encul-
2

turation) . The adolescent, upon leaving his primary group and entering

secondary ones (_e._g. , schools, apprenticeship, professional circles) has

to pass through a series of identity crises (ERIKSON [1957], [1973 ]> as

he must give up part of his old system of values and rules, gain acceptance

through members of new groups, and internalize their rules (BROCHER [1967],

70-71). Even the adult derives his identity largely from associating with

groups whose goals and rules he accepts and can identify with (ibid. M-8-50).

Following the rules provides him with the gratification of feeling accepted

and of having his individuality confirmed - a powerful incentive as one

can rarely do without such confirmation (ibid.).

2) cf. £._g. , BROCHER [1967] 38-40 passim and the literature quoted therein;
ERIKSON [1973]. See CLAESSENS ([1977], 17 passim) for the close interre-
lation between group identity and personal identity; see also NEIDHARDT
[1979], KRAPPMANN [1971].
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A conduct appears just, then, to the individual when it corresponds

to the rules internalized in his mind. If such rules imply that he ought

to respect the property of others, for instance, then he will deem unjust

a conduct which ignores his own property.

We should not be surprised to observe that he gets extremely upset

when such a conduct is not overturned or punished - even if the actual

damage proves.insignificant. This is a matter of priniple: his very iden-

tity is at stake. Given that standards of justice are otherwise strictly

observed, the social tolerance of unjust, behavior in one particular case
3

will threaten to. break, up the individual's own inner value system . He may

react violently and. quite out of proportion to the occasion, as demonstra-

ted by Michael Kohlhaas. Matters of justice command a huge potential for

upheaval; and they, may well end up in revolution or "just war".

But even the individual who retreats to unjust conduct himself runs

into identity problems. His own violation of internalized rules rests on

his conscience; and he will go out of his way to find some justification

for it, which, will hopefully demonstrate to himself (and to the public)

that his conduct fits into the accepted pattern of rules after all. To

evade the painful insight that his deed is at. variance with his own inner

values, he may even erect "private ideologies" (KARSTEDT [1979], 96 passim);

and those who killed millions of Jews .were prepared to do so by an ideolo-

gy that qualified their crimes as lawful and - just. They had to hide away

the full dimension of their massacre, though, from the population as they

were quite aware that the great majority would not stand it; and the popu-

lation in turn was eager to look away, to avoid the unbearable impact on

their minds of the truth.

Rules of just conduct, so deeply incorporated into the individual's

mind, are nevertheless group.norms, forming a part of the group's norma-
4

tive identity : they will be shared by the members of that specific group.

3) This must be added to the familiar interpretation (_e_-g_. , McKENZIE and

TULLOCK [1975] , ch.ll),of punishment as a means of internalizing the social
cost of crime.

M-) BAILEY [1980], 42 passim; see also BONUS;[1981 a] and the literature cited
in footnote 2 supra.



But this does not necessarily prevent other groups from having different

rules of just conduct. The Mafioso will readily agree that it is perfectly

just to shoot a .fellow Mafioso who is about to "sing", or who sets on

territory claimed by the own "family". Even Chicago police report gang-

land killings apart from ordinary murders, as there is an unwritten law

among hoodlums that killing is a legitimate, if risky means to work out

differences among rivaling gangs . Needless to say, what is thought "just"

will strongly depend on the particular time or the cultural background un-

der review . Thus the image of Justitia is subject to change, and many

images of her will coexist at any given point of time. The attempt to

derive timeless priniples of justice from.whatever hypothetical setting

is bound to fail: there is no such thing as absolute justice.

II.

Gosa nostra,.. Camorra and the like, enforce their own dark laws rigidly,

killing everyone who will not comply. The people of Napoli must thus follow

two distinct sets of rules of "just conduct" not compatible with each other;

one associated with government, the other with the underworld. But both

cannot be internalized, into the same mind lest it be split. This violates

our sense of justice. Whatever the particular image of Justitia, whatever

the substance of her rules, we require that they are consistent: one rule

must not interfere with the other. But such "consistency or compatibility

of the different rules which make up a system is not primarily logical

consistency.. Consistency in this connection means that the rules serve the

same abstract order of actions and prevent conflict between persons obeying

these rules in the kind of circumstances to which they have been adapted.

5) BAILEY "[ 1980] points to the striking similarity between the patterns of
contest for leadership among the Swat Pathans (a people living near the
northwestern frontier of Pakistan) on one hand, and the Mafiosi on the
other. "The people of Swat and the criminals of the American.cosa nostra
arranged their violent successions in broadly the same fashion" (p.viii).
Watching on television an enquiry by a U.S. Senate committee into the Mafia,
his attention was drawn to "the revealed orderliness of the criminal world..,
[Even] when cosa nostra leaders fought and murdered one another to gain supre-
macy, they seemed to do so in predictable ways, even, one might say, accord-
ing to the rules of their game" (ibid.).

6) See, for instance, the marked change in views held on the subject of social
justice by classical and modern liberals (MILLER [1978]).
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Whether any two or more rules are consistent or not will therefore

depend in part on the factual conditions of the environment; and the

same rules may therefore be sufficient to prevent conflict in one kind

of environment but not in another" (HAYEK [1976], 24). While to J. S.

Mill it appeared perfectly compatible with liberal principles to deny
7

the suffrage to those who paid no taxes , we would certainly disagree

today, as our system of inner-values has undergone much change in the

meantime.

Justitia, our own inner set of rules, imposes a system of constraints

on the individual's actions; and to violate the constraints will injure

his identity.. Our sense of justice, then, requires that his fellows be

constrained the same way: it requires that rules of just conduct should

be universally applied. Given that various systems of rules will in fact

coexist at. any time, and. given that each may be at variance with others,

this may be an impossible requirement though. Each, system may pass per se

HAYEK's ([1976], 54) negative test for injustice - such rules prove to be

unjust which are not universalizable within the system of other rules

whose validity is not questioned - , but this does not preclude the possi-

bility that internally compatible systems of rules are.incompatible with

each other. Christian rules may be as consistent as. Moslemic rules; but

both systems certainly collide in diverse respects.

Now, in the words of HAYEK [1976], our "whole conception of justice

rests on the belief that different views about particulars are capable

of being settled by the discovery of rules that, once they are stated,

command general assent" (p. 15). The "first formulation of what has al-

ready guided the sense of justice and, when first stated, is recognized

as expressing what men have long felt, is as much a discovery as any dis-

covery, of science" (p. 16). While two adjacent populations may adhere to

divergent systems of rules, it may become possible to unite them by crea-

ting with ingenuity a set of rules that both can accept and identify

with, thereby establishing a new (e_.g_- , national) identity. It is our

faint hope that the United Nations might achieve that on a worldwide

7) MILL [1963], 319; cited in MILLER [1978],
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scale; but we are well aware of the possibility that such a worldwide

system of rules agreeable to all simply does not yet exist and cannot

be discovered for the time being.

That brings us back to the sword of Justitia. Any individual will

oppose the idea that his own conception of justice should not be univer-

sally applied. Nonuniversality means injustice to him; and how can one

tolerate injustice? Given that divergent systems of rules coexist, should

the adherents of one system use coercion on the adherents of another
Q

system in order to secure universal appliance of rules , _i.̂e_. , to secure

justice? Most will probably agree that it is not just to tolerate the
g

Mafia . But how about the Romans when Christians

other set of rules amidst their Roman community?

g
Mafia . But how about the Romans when Christians set out to practice an-

We are on familiar terrain once a system of rules indeed commands

general assent. In that case, "coercion is legitimate only if it is

applied in the enforcement of universal rules of just conduct' equally

applicable to all citizens" (HAYEK [1976], 50). General compliance even

to rules that are universally approved is a public good (BUCHANAN [1975],

BONUS [1980]). The individual may be bribed into a conflict with his own

internal system of rules, by the material benefits which he can secure

through violation of the rules. The sword of Justitia is not intended to

enforce rules which the individual himself rejects; it is meant to be a

little help•for him when it comes to living up to his own standards.

8) In BUCHANAN'S [1975] view, it is up to the constitutional contract
to settle such differences. But why should that contract ever materi-
alize under..environmental conditions as outlined? To this, see GORDON
[1976], 588.

9) One reason to conclude this might be the negative group identities
found in criminal environment; cf. ERIKSON [1973], 209-10. .
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III.

Technically, justice is required to resolve conflicts of interests.

If it is possible to establish a generally accepted system of abstract

rules to be applied to whatever particular case there might occur, then

everyone knows in advance the range of options open to him.; and there

is no need to fight out anew each time differences of material interest.

Justice, then, requires that everyone be indeed treated according to the

rules, regardless of his particulars - hence the cloth blindfolding

Justitia. In a baseball game, the just umpire applies the rules of the

game to both parties precisely the same way; and therefore each player

can absolutely depend on the rules (cf. BORCHARDT [1981], 114).

But this is not the way social justice is usually understood . To

pass the test for what we have come to term "social justice", a social

arrangement must produce material results which meet certain require-

ments. Someone may feel, for instance, that the material dividend of the

economic process ought to be passed out among individuals in equal sha-

res; another, that shares should be awarded according to need; and yet

another, according to merit. Whatever the criterion, it. is to be applied

to the result of the process. The income distribution is subjected to

careful examination: Is it a uniform, density function as required? Or

does it properly coincide with the distribution of needs, however deter-

mined? Is its empirical variance "justified" by variance of merit? If such

scrutinity brings about.divergencies from the standard or "just" distri-

bution, then authorities must intervene and correct the distribution

if "social justice" is to be secured.

The trouble with this concept is, of course, that it is ill-suited to

a system of rules which command general assent and which are universally

applied to process, not result. If in a soccer game a "socially just re-

sult" of, say, 2:2 is to be achieved, this means that the rules of the

game must be twisted and cannot be universally applied.

10) Expressions synonymously used in the literature are, "economic justice"
and "distributive justice".



Before actually ruling, Justitia must peep through the fabric, as it

were, to make sure that one party's score does not get out of hand.

Players, then, can no longer rely on the rules while in the game. Con-

straints imposed on the parties cease to be equal but will be loosened

or tightened on occasion, depending on relative score. Given that people

are unequally skilled and that they differ by aspiration and luck, one

cannot have both, solid rules to rely on during process, and results

meeting prefixed standards . One must give way; and if "social justice"

so perceived is to prevail, then the rules must be shaky and spurious.

. To see the full implication, recall that accepted rules are to be

internalized by the individual, and that in the process they will become

part of his own identity. If he in fact identifies with ambiguous rules

which cannot be depended on, then he will develop ambiguity himself; he

will no longer prove dependable. Setting out for himself which of several

possible courses of action is to be deemed .just and should be followed,

he finds the rules guiding him to twist; and hence the outcome of his own

decision is going to be insecure. If he declines to accept rules so ill-

defined, on the other hand., then his own image of Justitia fades away. In

any case, no internalized Justitia stands ready to confirm the law when

it rules against him. He may or may not comply; but he will not firmly be

committed to the law should anyone contest it. There is a high price to

be paid for "social justice" so defined; and a society embracing the con-
12

cept will undergo severe distortion

11) To this, see VAUBEL's ([1981] , 394 passim) exposition on commutative
vs. distributive justice.

12) One further aspect should be mentioned at least in passing. Once it
gets, customary to twist he rules according to social criteria, there
will be no halt to coalitions of organized interests to twist them even
further along the ways.of parlamentarian- democracy. "The result is a
distribution of incomes chiefly determined by political power" (HAYEK
[1979], 13). If the individual distrusts the law, he will soon get more
reason to do so, as parties who manage to collect enough votes are
permitted to go ahead and collect his personal earnings. If he learns,
for example, on television that a coalition is about to raise taxes
for a purpose that everyone admits is dubious; and if he can read

in the newspaper that this is done just so the coalition will not fall
apart; why, then, should he adhere to the law?
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HAYEK has put forward a similarly dark outlook:

"The principle of distributive justice, once introduced, would
not be fulfilled until the whole of society was organized in
accordance with it. This would produce a kind of society which
in all essential respects would be the opposite of a free society
- a society in which authority decided what the individual was to
do and how he was to do it" (HAYEK [i960], 100).

The theory developed in the present paper holds that the adverse

effects of generally enforcing "social justice", as it is commonly

understood, will extend well into every single individual, causing

his own identity to be reshaped in harmful ways.

IV.

HAYEK carries his point a bit further, though ([1976], 78):

"There can be no test by which we. can discover what is 'socially
unjust' because there is no subject by which such an injustice
can. be committed, and there are no rules of individual conduct the
observance of which in the market order would secure to the indi-
viduals and groups the position which as such (as. distinguished
from the procedure by which it is determined) would appear just to
us. It does not belong to the category of error, but to that of non-
sense, like the term 'a moral stone'."

Here he is incorrect. It may be open to question whether it is useful

to call "unjust" at all an arrangement for which no one in particular can

be held, responsible. However, it need not always be outright nonsense to

do so.

To see this, consider the genesis of a lognormal distribution as demon-

strated by Kapteyn's analogue machine for generating a. skew frequency curve

(cf. AITCHISON and BROWN [1966], 23-4). The machine is designed to incorpo-

rate the law of proportionate effect: sand running through the device is

disposed by a system of wedges in such a way that the number of sand par-

ticles falling down into any of the receptables placed at the bottom from

left to right - a random variable - will be distributed aproximately log-
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normal. A given particle arriving atop the edge of. some wedge has an

equal chance of falling to the right or to the left; but the distance

by which it is thereby carried away is proportional to the position al-

ready arrived at. The wedges get the broader the further to the right

one goes; and thus a particle arriving somewhat to the right will - if

again deflected to the right by chance - travel much further than an-

other particle arriving somewhat to the left.

Now suppose the distance to the right were to stand for income, and

the sand particles for individuals whose income was thus generated by

a process of chance subject to the law of proportionate effect. The result

of such an . experiment would be a lognormal income distribution similar

to the one which is in fact observed.

In this experiment there are really two factors of income determina-

tion: chance, and the pattern of wedges. Leaving aside for the moment the

issue whether or not chance itself should be deemed "unjust", we must

judge the machine's design which systematically translates equal chance

into unequal outcome. Why should there not exist, a meaningful test of

the proposition that such a design could be unjust? To rule out the possi-

bility that a person - Kapteyn - holds responsibility, let us assume that

the machine represented an. institutional setup as it emerged spontaneously

over decades; and to meet NOZICK's [1974] criterion,- suppose furthermore

that the process by which the institutional setup came into being was

itself morally, legitimate and started out from a state of justice. The

hypothesized setup certainly gives no room to unjust conduct; but this

does not preclude the emergence of injustice,. if we so decide to call it,

from the way social processes are shaped through the institutional setup

- an injustice which would be genuinely social in nature.

A test for injustice would put on the stand the law of proportionate

effect. Such a "law" is not a person, nor was it designed by anyone; and

yet it can turn out every bit as unjust as any law passed by Congress. The

charge would be that the law preferred the rich over the poor when it
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came to allocate the likelihood of winning a fixed amount of additional

income. The defense would argue that the law consisted of rules which

were all generally accepted and universally applied; but the prosecution

would maintain that the processes shaped by these rules got persistently

biased against the poor. The sentence, would depend on the criterion

against which to test the "law". If persistent bias in process was in

violation of an unanimously adopted criterion for justice, then the law

of proportionate effect would be declared socially unjust. Such an injus-

tice would be adequately classified "social" because it would not be

due to individual misconduct, but emerge from social interaction only.

The reason to call unjust a "law" which evolved spontaneously in so-

ciety would be precisely the same as that by. which we would so term a

law passed by legislative body: it would have to hurt our sense of justice

(Bouliding [1962], 91). Even when consisting of a system of rules each of

which is generally accepted and universally applied, a persistent bias

inherent in the "law's" operation may well violate a group's syntax, _i-e_-,

the arrangement of rules, values and behavioral patterns which group mem-

bers subscribe to and which defines the group's structure (CLAESSENS [1977],

6-9 passim). If just rules - nothing is wrong with any of those wedges

per se - are related to each other by means of behavioral patterns each

of which is morally sound, then synergisms may result, yielding biases

which the group will never accept and which its members cannot identify

with. The individual, even though unable to point out a single unjust rule

or conduct, must get. a feeling that somehow "the system" as a whole is
13

wrong and ought to be changed . Lacking insight into the complex mecha-

nism of such a system, the individual cannot but substitute the outcome

for its mechanics, thus claiming "unjust" the results of process, but in

13) HAYEK ([1976], 77) points out that the same people who grudge the
high incomes of industrial magnates or financial tycoons will, by no
means do so when it is the movie star or football, idol who reaps
huge profits. The. reason is that they can apprehend and identify with
the causes of so large earnings; they understand and accept that it
is the people's evaluation which produces all that money. This they
cannot see when it is a banker or stockbroker who ominously draws
money from sources unknown to them. And. while many object to incomes
not in proportion to perceived merit, objections are.rare against the
millions gained in lottery. Again, the genesis of such income is clear-
cut, and everybody may identify with the winner. Note that chance as
such is not held to be unjust!
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14
fact meaning the synergisms as they emerge from process. The fleeting

uneasiness about something being wrong with "the system" feeds back,

then, on the rules themselves: the individual finds it difficult to iden-

tify with rules which apparently imply persistent bias; and hence he will

not easily accept as just those rules.

All in all we conclude that it is in order to extend the term "justice"

on social phenomena. Justitia, then, is our own internalized system of

standards to be applied to individual conduct as well as to social process.

It makes sense to term "unjust" even the "law" of proportionate effect if

our standards of just procedure are violated by its operation.

Furthermore, injustice stemming from synergism in social process is

indeed a social - as opposed to individual - phenomenon. In spite of an

uneasy hint of pleonasm (justice is, as we saw, always a social issue),

it is still sound to speak of "social justice" - provided, that is,

the term stays reserved to the sort of bias sketched out in the above.

Structures, however grown, which tend to systematically distort outcomes

by means of undue filtering (e.g., THUROW [1975]), or because they breed

an adverse "ecology of micromotives" (SCHELLING [1971]), might qualify

as candidates for a test by which to find out whether or not they should

be considered socially unjust

14) In our experiment, it is not an. "end-state" criterion on which a test
for injustice would have to be based; it would be persistent bias in
process. An intervention by which to correct for injustice, if possible
and desired, would not require the rules to be twisted in order to se-
cure a prefixed end-state standard. Rather, the system of rules govern-
ing generative processes would have to be modified such as to set
straight its inherent bias.

15) It should be clear that the experiment by which the possibility of genuine
social injustice was demonstrated is a highly artificial one. First, the
real process of income generation is of course far more complex, contain-
ing elements of skill, effort, endurance and risk-taking along with luck.
These elements are hopelessly intertwined, rendering futile the attempt
to sort them out in practice. Second, competition in the market is a
search procedure which can only work properly if prices - the means through
which income is secured - are not tampered with. Thus while the experiment
tends to suggest that cases of genuine social injustice ought to be eli-
minated, the truth might be that we have to live with them lest the search
procedure break down and we find ourselves stripped of precisely the
wealth whose genesis we wanted to reshape according to criteria of justice.
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V.

Having stated the case for the existence of genuine social injustice,

we wish to stress that most actual charges of "social injustice" do not

refer to this category, but to constellations quite different in nature.

It is the latter at which Professor HAYEK's [1976] ardent criticism is pri-

marily directed.

The term "social" has originally had an unambiguous meaning, "namely

that of pertaining to, or characteristic of the structure and operations

of society" (ibid., 78). While retaining such meaning ("social processes"),

it has acquired yet another and quite different sense in addition, which

makes for much confusion. Social "gradually came to mean that 'society'

ought to hold itself responsible for the particular material position of

all its members, and. for assuring that each received, what was 'due' to

him" (ibid.,. 79). As the present author has argued elsewhere (BONUS [1981b]

236-7), the term now often implies that, in principle, not individual per-

formance, but the majority will is to decide on who should get what.

"Social justice" so conceived is neither based on rules of conduct

nor on standards applied to social process, but on standards governing

the distribution of proceeds through the authorities. "Society" is viewed

as a person who collects the dividend, and who 1hen sees to it that every-

body gets a "just" share of it.

HAYEK [1977] has portrayed as "social atavism" the underlying atti-

tude. The instinctual and emotional heritage of men formed during the ex-

tremely long periods of time during which human beings were jointly hun-

ting in small hordes, very much depending on strict hierarchy and on di-

stributing the prey according to each member's relative importance for

survival. Their morals as they thus developed in the past tend to be

carried over to present constellations which are, however, quite different.

Incomes, meant to be signals telling the individual where to contribute

most effectively to the process of production, are often still conceived

as parts of prey which ought to be distributed through "society" (_i .e_. ,

16) See also HAYEK [1976], Ch. 11
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the former leader), and according to merit as perceived by all members.

In the terminology of CLAESSENS [1980], men are ill-adapted to the

kind of abstract environment which they have created in the process of

extricating themselves from the "old nature", a process that was prere-

quisite to their evolving as human beings as we understand them. An "evo-

lutionary handicap" prevents them from adequately associating emotionally

with the type of large, abstract organizations which they are faced with

in everyday life. Modern markets, tending toward infinite abstractness

(ibid. 316), do not lend themselves to direct emotional apprehension.

The market has grown too abstract to be accessible to human, feeling; and

from their longing for images of reality which command direct emotional

appeal, people tend to regress toward inherited, but completely improper

images (ibid.23) which utterly simplify the abstract reality, seemingly

but in misleading ways opening it up to human intuition. To the Nazis,

the Jews were responsible for about everything evil in the world. With due

reservations, it appears that "social justice" in its popular sense be-

longs to the category of improper images.

The improperness of "social justice" as commonly perceived shows most

prominently, not in personification of institutional setup, which may

be a.proper way of rendering accessible to human intuition the abstract

(CLAESSENS [1980], 288 passim - see the "invisible hand"), but in its

complete dissociation from the productive sphere. The focus is entirely

on consumption: material dividends are to be justly distributed among

all consumers, no matter what this implies for the conditions of produc-

tion itself. For instance, the burden of risk which is inherent in all

production is to be put on employers alone as they are obviously the

stronger ones; it is not seen that they may be forced out of business by

the cost. Or rents are to be fixed on low levels, and tenants not to be

given notice, because the tenant cannot do without an appartment and is

thus dependent of his landlord. What is overlooked is that the construc-

tion of new housing is thereby rendered unsound business and will be dis-

continued. The productive sphere is foreign to the sentiment described:

world is viewed from the consumer's perspective alone.
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The basic experience to which the consumer is exposed time and again

is one of scale'(BONUS [1981c]): his own little means cannot measure up

to the powerful capital that is so conspicuously amassed on the supply

side. Whatever the suppliers come up with, his own capacity to shape

his material environment according to personal wishes is apparently in

no proportion to the task. If he happens to look for yellow shirts, say,

he may find that they are out of fashion and nowhere available; and if

he wishes to have fixed his somewhat older appliance, it cannot be done

as spare parts are out of stock. If he finds that the tools as he can

buy them are not reliable, the sad truth is that this may well apply to

all tools in the market; and so on.

Things get much worse when it comes' to developments on the macro

level whose origins are absolutely out of the consumer's.grasp. Inflation

due to overtaxing an economy's resources is perceived by him, as a plot

of suppliers to rob him of his. own resources. What he experiences is that

all storekeepers charge him more.at qnce, so he cannot evade the pressure.

If unemployment develops for whatever reason, what impresses him is that

employers all around proceed to lay off employees, as if by tacit agree-

ment, without hiring new staff; in a way they appear on strike to him.

And if housing is in short supply due to rent control and high construc-

tion cost, what he is to live through is that all landlords at a time

shrug off his urgent need for an appartment. Whatever happens on this

level, the consumer is exposed to what appears joint action against him.

It is little wonder that he gets prone to feel the object of arbitrary,

unjust powers which ought to be controlled through society. Justice, then,

in his eyes requires that the loot be taken away from those who join their

forces in order to draw profits from his helplessness.

Such an image of the world is, of course, improper. In fact the con-

sumers do shape production decisively in the market. Yet this fact is per-

fectly abstract and does not in general turn up as solid evidence in a

consumer's daily life. While all consumers jointly determine very much

what is to be produced and what it may cost, the individual's share of

that power is negligible. There is a basic asymmetry as between producers

and consumers: whatever little power the single producer may in fact
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command, it will usually be a multiple of what a single consumer has to

his avail. The very turnover in business impresses the consumer as "power",

even when such business is to operate at a loss.

To be sure, there are experiences of a different sort impressive

enough as to match the onesided evidence mounting around consumers. Of

these, the most important stem from the productive sphere itself. In his

capacity as a contributor to production the individual may live through

recurrent situations of risk, of poor luck, of rapid change in consumers'

tastes, and of rough competition, all of which tend to satisfy him that

the proceeds as they emerge from production must be secured at consider-

able risk from shaky and little-known environments. He will know by evi-

dence that such proceeds cannot simply be collected from a "society" who

would hand them out in "just" ways. Of course, such evidence gets rare as

burocracies spread, the production of which is subject to conditions much

closer to the consumer's view of the world; and that is likely to confirm

the improper image underlying the concept of "social justice" as commonly

understood (see also: HAYEK EL 9 7 6], 146).

VI.

This leaves us with two versions of social injustice, one genuine and

one improper. However, both cannot be distinguished in practice.

The persistent bias in process which formed the theoretical basis

of genuine social injustice was due to synergism as it evolved from the

operation of a highly complex system. In our hypothesized experiment, we

knew that it was chance and institutional design which jointly determined

income; and we could then show that it was the design what caused poten-

tially unjust bias in process. Even so, we had to concede that the indi-

vidual subjected to the process was himself not in a position to identi-

fy the causes of such injustice, and that he could therefore do nothing

but point to the outcome as "unjust". He felt that somehow the system was

wrong, and he took the resulting income distribution as evidence for his

claim.
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But the situation would have been precisely the same if he was in

fact mistaken in his belief; _i_. e_. , if his impression was due to an im-

proper image of the economy. In either case, he cannot oversee operas

tions of.the complex system; and in either case, he has nothing but the

emerging distribution of proceeds by which to judge the underlying pro-

cesses. Given that justice to the individual means concordance with intern-

alized rules and standards, we must accept that to him it makes no dif-

ference whether or not social injustice is in fact genuine. As long as he

adheres to an improper image of the system, a perceived injustice will

appear genuine to him. He registers that actual performance is in obvious

violation of his own standards of justice, and he will.consequently under-

go the rage which is the reaction of those who feel treated unjust.

Thus, genuine or not, the political consequences of social injustice

will be all the same. Any pattern which is in violation of our sense of

justice will be resisted by us; and it will have to be removed when our

resistance is shared by the. broad majority - even though its "injustice"

might be in fact entirely improper. "Social justice is an ideal; that is,

it is something divergence from which is perceived and acts as a cue to

behavior" (BOULDING [1962], 78).

When in the core of political unrest we find social injustice of the

improper kind, all we can do is try to make known, and get accepted, our

own image of relevant facts which will hopefully dissolve improper images.

However, we must always be aware that people may be clinging to an impro-

per image for one reason or another (cf. BONUS [1982]), or that others may

work hard to reaffirm images of the economy which we feel are improper;

and of course, we may be mistaken ourselves. What counts in the end is

that, people perceive as unjust a certain social configuration.

But this does not mean that the evolving conception of social justice

as to be applied to result, not process, is harmless. Even when everybody

is convinced that the income distribution as it stands reflects genuine

social injustice, a policy fixated on securing a "just distribution" (as
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opposed to attacking institutional bias),will produce fatal results. It

will destroy liberty (HAYEK [1960, 1976]); it will injure the individu-

al's identity and severely impair his adherence to law. Thus even when

genuine in nature, social injustice does not warrant "distributive justice"

as it is presently understood. The situation may call for institutional

reform so as to properly account for social synergism; but it never justi-

fies the disintegration of rules in order to assure emergence of whatever

final distribution may be considered "just". That is, not an end-state ..

criterion applied to final distribution must direct our policy, but rules

of just conduct and standards of unbiased process.

Obviously people may still decide that the final distribution is de-

cisive after.all. If they do - and there is nothing to prevent them from

so doing -, then they opt, in.effect, against liberty and against reliable

rules for society

The social market economy as practiced in the Federal Republic of

Germany was designed to carefully avoid that type of policy. It was not

to assure that everybody's share of the material dividend be just; but

it insisted that nobody should be constricted by adverse events to inde-

cent living. However, once "decent living" comes to be interpreted as

"according to just standards", then the concept will collaps into "distrib-

utive justice", and it will then indeed produce the harmful distortions
18

which we have been discussing in section III above

17) "Of course, this creates problems for [Hayek's] normative theory of
spontaneous evolution; for it means that the spontaneous evolution may
destroy freedom" (VAUBEL [1981], 419 n).

18) Is chance socially unjust? Are windfall profits justified? However one
may think about this, it would be unwise to eliminate them. The pro-
ductive sphere - and in fact all creativity - are very much character-
ized by the unknown, by inseparability of future success and failure,
of luck and misfortune. Take away windfall profits and other gains
by fortune, and you will have to make up for misfortune as well; but
once you start this, then nobody will take much care anymore of his
enterprises, as he cannot lose. Eliminate luck as a cause of earnings,
and you eliminate everything that renders vital an economy.
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VII.

The fact that we were able to proceed this far without even mention-

ing RAWLS [19.71] indicates that his approach is quite foreign to the

one pursued here, which in turn is close in spirit to HAYEK [1976].

Rawls sets out on the impossible; and fail he must. He searches for

timeless principles of justice, which in our thinking cannot exist. Where

we conceive of justice as a set of group standards internalized by the

individual, a set which undergoes continuous change and is not even quite

the same for any two groups, Rawls proclaims "an ideal.conception of

justice" independent of the values presently held by individuals. "The

long range aim of society is settled in its main lines irrespective of

the particular desires and needs of its present members"; it is "not at

the mercy, so to speak, of existing wants and interests" (RAWLS [l97l],

261). Where in the tradition of Hayek a system of rules evolves, the

system which Rawls has in mind is an artefact.

In our framework, justice to the individual means concordance with

internalized rules and standards; and in the end, the individual is the

only point of reference. Rawls looks at this the other way round. The

"just system" that he aims for "must be arranged so as to bring about in

its members the corresponding sense of justice, an effective desire to

act in accordance with the rules for reasons of justice" (RAWLS [1971],

261). What if individuals fail to swallow Rawls's principles of justice?

In our approach, we stand somewhat helpless if several systems of rules

coexist. Not so Rawls. Once his "just system" is established, "institu-

tions are to foster the virtues of justice and to discourage desires and

aspirations incompatible with it ... There is no value in fulfilling these

wants"; they "have no weight" (ibid.). To the present author, such words
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. 19
have a definite totalitarian ring .

Given that so much depends on general acceptance of a just system,

how is it derived? We shall not develop this in detail but point to some

characteristics which contrast most conspicuously from the conceptual

approach of the present paper. HARSANYI ([1953], 4) had long ago suggested

to proceed as follows:

"[A] value judgement on the distribution of income would show
the required impersonality to the highest degree if the person
who made this judgement had to choose a particular income distrib-
ution in complete ignorance of what his own relative position ...
would be within the system chosen".

While the procedure is clearly aimed at "distributive justice" as an end-

time criterion - and therefore is subject to severe Hayekian criticism -,

it is still close to our approach in that it is the, individual who is to

judge. He is to be led by his ethical preferences alone, and not to be

biased by personal, interest; he is to be blindfolded, as it were.' In this

sense his judgement is impersonal; but otherwise it reflects his full in-

dividuality .

In contrast, Rawls goes all the way. towards impersonality. Since he

is to deduce the one, objective, ideal conception of justice which is to

bind society in all. future, he cannot afford to rest his case on subjec-

tive evaluations;, and so he strips the judge completely of his own person-

ality- The cloth blindfolding Justitia is replaced with a veil of igno-

rance, to the effect that "no one knows his place in society, his class

position or social status, nor does any one know his fortune in the dis-

tribution of natural assets and abilities, his intelligence, strength .

and the like. I shall even assume that the parties do not know their

conceptions of the good or their psychological propensities" (RAWLS [1971],

12).

19) With regard to liberty, the core of a market order is that it is able
to overcome the prisoner's dilemma because it is organized so as to fit
individuals as they in fact are; it is only thereby that liberty is made
possible amidst pervasive interdependencies (BONUS [1979]). By the same
token, real socialist economies that are built on central planning pro-
cedures fail to evade the dilemma - and thus cannot offer liberty to
their members -, because it would take socialist morals to have the in-
dividuals act in self-responsible manners (ibid.). Whenever human beings
are to be shaped according to requirements of an ideal setup, the result
will invariably be loss of liberty; and this is somewhat at odds with
Rawls's insistence on the priority of liberty as a cornerstone of his
edifice.
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In such a state, whatever remains of them considers themselves "free and

equal persons" (ibid.) who are to agree among each other on the principles

of justice. As has been pointed out in the literature (e_.g., GORDON [1976],

576), they are in fact all identical, and there is nobody around with whom

to negotiate. It is no surprise, then, that a basically egalitarian con-

cept evolves from this scenario: "Inequalities are permissible when they

maximize, or at least all contribute to, the long-term expectations of the

least fortunate group in society" (RAWLS [1971], 151). In all other cases,

inequalities are not permissible. Even worse: behind the veil of ignorance

the shadowy identicals reach "an agreement to regard the distribution of

natural talents as a common asset and to share in the benefits of this

distribution whatever it turns out to be" (ibid., 101). As they are in

fact one and the same, they do not mind to claim as a common asset natural

talents; but in practice their agreement amounts to the utmost collecti-

vism to be thought of - an Orwellian nightmare indeed.

Quite, in spite of Rawls1 s assertion that behind the veil of ignorance

no.one knows "the special features of his psychology such as his aversion

to risk or liability to optimism or pessimism" (ibid. 137), those agree-

ing on the principles of justice turn out paranoiacs: their "two prin-

ciples are those a person would choose for the design of a society in

which his enemy is to assign him his place" (ibid., 152, italics mine).

Especially RawlSs "indifference principle" (which amounts to the

maximum rule ranking alternatives by their worst possible outcomes) has drawn

devastating criticism in the literature (HARSANYI [1975] and the post-

script contained in HARSANYI tl976] , 59-62 ; ROWLEY and PEACOCK [1975]
20

134-44) . There is no point in repeating this here. What we do want to

20) BUCHANAN and FAITH [1980] attempt to defend Rawls against some of
this criticism, but to no avail. To show "that in genuinely Rawlsian
contractual settings there may exist a general bias toward the selec-
tion of institutions that embody maxirain solutions without the assump-
tion of risk aversion" (p. 23), they allow for optimism or pessimism
with respect to the general properties of the forthcoming post-veil
setting. The optimists, then, are somewhat pressed to get out of from
behind the veil because they are to forgo subjectively expected in-
come while in negotiation. The pessimists, on the other hand, tend to
hold on; and to get out of the situation, the optimist acquiesce in
the pessimists' initial preferences. This setting is, however, not
genuinely Rawlsian. In Rawls'sown thinking, the^parties behind the
veil do not even know which generation they will come to belong to;
much less do they feel an urge to rush negotiations.
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stress, however, is a particular mood behind the Rawlsian setup which

is not intrinsic to justice but very much in accordance with the spirit

of the time. Consider what he states about a person who follows" the

maximin rule (RAWLS [l97l], 154):

" The person choosing has a conception of the good such that
he cares very little, if anything, for what he might gain above
the minimum'stipend that he can, in fact, be sure of following
the maximin rule. It is not worthwhile for him to take a chance
for the sake of a further advantage, especially when it may turn
out that he loses much that is important to him."

And two pages later, Rawls comments on the conception, underlying his '

two principles of justice (ibid., 156):

"[This] conception guarantees a. satisfactory minimum. There may
be, on reflection, little reason for trying to do better."

This is the reasoning of a pensioner. It is way off from any spirit

of enterprise, and absolutely hostile to the productive sphere; the word

"production" is not even entered in the 19-page index of his book. The

Rawlsian world is a rigid one in which no change will ever occur, no risk

is being taken, and no creativity is left. Everybody is totally absorbed

fixating on the worst outcomes to be thought of, and thus nobody dares to

think of the rich possibilities for development. Nothing is better suited

to demonstrate the problem of social justice than the deadlock into which

Rawls's principles of justice would lead us if we were to follow them.

VIII.

We.sum up. Rules of just conduct form a part of our cultural heritage

and of the individual's own identity as well. The individual deems just

what corresponds to the rules internalized in his mind; and thus many

images of justice'may coexist at a time. Genuine social injustice may

emerge from synergism in the operation of social systems. But most of

what is called "social injustice" reflects an evolutionary handicap of

man, his inability to associate emotionally with abstract environments.

Justice aiming for the end-state criterion of -"just distribution" is not

compatible with productivity and will end up in deadlock.
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